Catherine’s war
by Julia Billet  
A survival story based on true events follows the experiences of a young Jewish photographer who is forced to go into hiding and make a perilous journey to the free zone when Germany seizes France during World War II.

Saving Hanno: The Story of a Refugee Dog
by Miriam Halahmy  
Nine-year-old Rudi and his beloved daschhund, Hanno, face peril as they are being sent from Nazi Germany to England on the special trains called Kindertransports during World War II. Includes historical notes.

It Rained Warm Bread: Moishe Moskowitz’s Story of Hope
by Gloria Moskowitz-Sweet  
An evocative novel in verse traces the harrowing experiences of a 13-year-old Moishe, who endures years in labor camps during World War II before an act of kindness by a group of courageous Czech women helps him survive.

Searching for Lottie
by Susan L Ross  
Charlie, a budding violinist, researches the life of her great-aunt Lottie, who was believed to die during the Holocaust, and discovers that she may have survived the war by hiding in Hungary.

Broken Strings
by Eric Walters  
In 2002, Shirli Berman loses her beloved grandmother and lands a part in her junior high production of “Fiddler on the Roof,” but when she is doing research in her attic and finds a violin, her Zayde gets incredibly angry.
A Place at the Table  
by Saadia Faruqi  
J F FARUQI
A Pakistani-American student attending a new school and the daughter of a British mother struggling through depression forge an unexpected friendship while taking a South Asian cooking class.

Hereville: How Mirka Got Her Sword  
by Barry Deutsch  
JG DEUTSCH
Longing to fight dragons over taking the advice of various family members, spunky 10-year-old Mirka Herschberg hones her skills in her Orthodox Jewish community before accepting a challenge from a witch to defeat a giant troll.

Ruth Objects: The Life of Ruth Bader Ginsburg  
by Doreen Rappaport  
J B GINSBURG
A portrait of the trailblazing Supreme Court Justice describes the prejudices that challenged her pursuit of an education and a career in law, her achievements as the second woman ever appointed to the Supreme Court and her important contributions to high-profile cases.

Genius: a photobiography of Albert Einstein  
by Marfe Ferguson Delano  
J B EINSTEIN
Compelling text and archival duotone photographs recount Albert Einstein's life from his privileged childhood in Austria through the crucial years during World War II, touching on his theory of relativity and the importance it played in scientific development.

A Ceiling Made of Eggshells  
by Gail Carson Levine  
J F LEVINE
Excitedly joining her stern grandfather on a journey across 15th-century Spain, a clever young Jewish girl meets King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella while discovering how dangerous the world is for people of Jewish heritage.

The Diary of a Young Girl: The Definitive Edition  
by Anne Frank  
J B FRANK
An uncut edition of Anne Frank's diary includes the entries that were originally omitted by her father--approximately one-third of the diary--and provides insight into Anne's budding sexuality and her stormy relationship with her mother.

Any and the Dragon  
by Sofiya Pasternack  
J F PASTERNACK
Agreeing to hunt down a dangerous dragon to save her Jewish family's livelihood from a bigoted magistrate, headstrong 11-year-old Anya confronts a difficult choice when she discovers that the dragon does not pose an actual threat.

Escape!: The Story of the Great Houdini  
by Sid Fleischman  
J B HOUDINI
Profiling his early years, personal life, and great accomplishments in show business, the story of the famous magician, Harry Houdini, comes to life through a review of his greatest tricks and most amazing feats.

The Length of a String  
by Elissa Brent Weissman  
J F WEISSMAN
Wanting nothing more than to find her birth parents as the day of her big bat mitzvah celebration approaches, Imani discovers her great-grandmother's journal chronicling her escape from Holocaust-era Europe and begins to see family in new ways.

My Survival: A Girl on Schindler's List, a Memoir  
by Rena Finder  
J 940.53 FINDER
A memoir by a Jewish girl from Krakow, Poland, describes how she was separated from loved ones and forced to work as a slave laborer before Oskar Schindler helped her escape from the Auschwitz concentration camp.

Turtle Boy  
by M. Evan Wolkenstein  
J F WOLKENSTEIN
A seventh grader struggles through a new school year marked by bullying, his teacher's insistence that he return captured turtles to the wild and a bar mitzvah community service project that requires him to spend time visiting a terminally ill boy in the hospital.

You Never Heard of Sandy Koufax?!  
by Jonah Winter  
J B KOUFAX
Offers a look at the professional accomplishments and personal struggles this noted pitcher experienced in the big leagues, including the discrimination he experienced as one of the only Jews in the game and the injury that caused him to retire at the peak of his career.